Humanitarian Update #78

as of November 27, 2023
Facing the 2nd winter since Russia’s full-scale invasion, UCCA continues soliciting in-kind contributions and delivering cold weather gear to Ukraine...
including hundreds of Heated jackets & parkas donated by Fieldsheer whose breakthrough technology gives unprecedented heating and warmth for an entire day at the touch of a button exceeding the heat transmitted by any other form of insulation available in outerwear today.
...And thousands of pairs of thermal socks & gloves donated to UCCA by Fieldsheer were delivered to the men on the frontlines by one of our in-country partners – Allies of the World.
Bombas wool socks, along with hygiene products delivered to another unit.
As winter begins to set in, and the days get colder and shorter, UCCA and its partners continue distributing vital power.

UCCA 10,000+ GENERATORS Project

Portable generators donated to units in the direction of Donetsk...
...and to units in the south of the country, UCCA delivered generators and IFAKs.
6 pallets of medical supplies from UCCA were transported to the Emergency Hospital in Kyiv, where Ukraine’s wounded defenders are being treated.
Medical pallets unloaded and transferred to the hospital.
UCCA supports IDPs

Clothes, food, medicine and hygiene were purchased, sorted and brought to internally displaced persons from Kharkiv Oblast.
Operation “Against the Cold”

This winter UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous support to enable us to focus on what is necessary to keep our fighting men and women, along with the millions of internally displaced people, fed, warmly clothed, sheltered and healthy through provision of vitally-needed supplies.